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Family Members in spe.



an exceptional environment for their personal development and their work-life-balance. 

Find new opportunities for example in the following areas:

>  Site management, service and installation

>  Commissioning and application technology

>  Software development, automation and digitalization

>  Product development and process optimization

Exciting high-tech products of upmarket 

special mechanical engineering, a large 

number of globally renowned customers 

and nice colleagues are waiting for your 

expertise and experience. 

Get involved with GEORG – with your 

creative ideas, your knowledge and your 

flexibility. And join us in shaping the digital 

transformation into a leading machine 

manufacturer and intelligent process 

optimizer.

Excellent employer* offers for

Career Perspective Seekers (m/f/d)

Current jobs under:  

georg.com/career



*Excellent employer

GEORG is one of the top employers of 

medium-sized companies in Germany, 

Austria and Switzerland. This is the result 

of a study conducted by Focus-Business in 

cooperation with kununu.com, the employ-

er rating portal for employees, trainees and 

applicants, in 2018.

According to this survey, GEORG ranks 

among the 1,300 most popular medi-

um-sized employers in the German-speak-

ing region and ranks third among 

medium-sized mechanical engineers in the 

DACH region.

In the 2019 study, which evaluated a total 

of 750,000 companies in Germany, GEORG 

ranked fifth among the most popular 

medium-sized machine and plant manufac-

turers.

Why is GEORG so popular?

Our team particularly appreciates the em-

ployee-oriented corporate culture with flat 

hierarchies and agile work. We regard our 

employees in their entirety as people who 

are integrated in professional and private 

networks. 

We offer them excellent opportunities for 

further education and training, for example 

in our in-house academy. Flexible working 

hours, a company kindergarden, a par-

ent-child office, a care and advice hotline 

and numerous other support services for 

the whole family are just a few examples of 

the fact that we really focus on people.



Heinrich Georg GmbH

Maschinenfabrik 

Personalmanagement 

Langenauer Straße 12 

57223 Kreuztal

  +49 2732 779-566

  zukunft@georg.com

   heinrichgeorg

  heinrichgeorggmbh

  georg.com/career

Apply now by e-mail: 

zukunft@georg.com
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